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and education of important events like Orange Shirt Day and National Day for Truth and Reconciliation. You’ll see
examples of this on the front cover of this report and on this page to the right.

This month we mark Mi’kmaq History Month and we will continue to focus on building an understanding of our shared
history this month and all year long.

I am pleased to share this report with you and hope you enjoy seeing a peek inside our classrooms on page four and
learning how virtual reality is providing some students with a unique chance to try out a skills trade job. I invite you to
follow us on social media for more examples of student achievement and success.

All the best,

Jared Purdy
TCRCE Regional Executive Director

Students at Meadowfields Community
School learned about Mi'kmaw culture
by reading and talking about gatherings.
They also made friendships bracelets
and learned how beads mirror the world
around us (pictured above).

A newly painted sidewalk at Digby
Elementary School honours the
survivors of residential schools along
with all those who didn’t return
(pictured below).

A Message from the 
Regional Executive Director
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Our 2022-23 school year is well underway and throughout TCRCE, we
are focused on a creating successful learning environments where
students can grow and prosper. 

As a region, we believe that students’ well-being will be enhanced
and their academic achievement will improve when educators grow
and improve in meeting the individual needs of learners. I am pleased
to say, I see examples of this each day, whether that be meeting with
colleagues or visiting a classroom. 

In TCRCE, we have three main goals that lead our work, those are,
well-being, literacy, and numeracy. We have numerous strategies that
will help us achieve those goals, one being cultural responsiveness.
Part of the way we put that strategy in action is through celebration 

https://www.facebook.com/SSRCENS
https://www.facebook.com/SSRCENS
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Ever wonder what it's like to be a welder or a carpenter? With the help of virtual reality,
these students at Digby Regional High School got to try a trade in the Skilled Trades
Centre. 

Trying out a Trade with VR

Congratulations to Kim Messenger, teacher at
Clark's Harbour Elementary School, who has
received the French Second Language Educator
of the Year Award! Félicitations! 

The award is presented by the Canadian
Parents for French Nova Scotia and
acknowledges excellence in French Second
Language teaching and rewards teachers’
initiative and innovation. CPF Nova Scotia
seeks to recognize those who motivate
students to achieve their best and who
contribute significantly to their school and
community.

FSL Educator of the Year Award

https://www.facebook.com/SSRCENS
https://www.facebook.com/SSRCENS
https://www.facebook.com/SSRCENS
https://www.facebook.com/SSRCENS
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Teachers at Carleton Elementary appreciated
spending time together during a recent CLT day to
discuss how they are doing with their literacy goal
as well as opportunities to improve (pictured
above).

Forest Ridge Academy students enjoy a salad bar
with fresh produce from Coastal Grove
Greenhouses (pictured left).

Students at Shelburne Regional High School put
the "I" in Kind on Pink Shirt Day (pictured above).

Recently, St. Mary's Bay Academy O2 students
completed a Fall Protection certification. These
students learned how to protect themselves on
the job, but also made themselves more
employable (pictured left).

https://www.facebook.com/SSRCENS
https://www.facebook.com/SSRCENS


Achievement depends on attendance.
Absences add up quick. Missing just two days a month is the same as missing 15% of the school year. And
missing this valuable in-person instructional time has a direct impact on the overall achievement and well-
being of our students. 

If your child is worried about their grades, please know they are not alone. Reach out to your school and
someone will be happy to help get your child back on track and help improve their attendance. 
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Check our website www.tcrce.ca
Local media (radio and TV stations)
Our Facebook & Twitter
Email & text alerts: messages are sent via email and text through our service provider to
contact information we have on file. Opt-ins are required to receive text messages. If
you haven’t already done so and would like to sign up to receive texts from
TCRCE, text “Y” (from a number on file with a school) to 978338. Please note,
delivery times for text and email can vary based on service providers. It is not
recommended to rely solely on receiving this notification. If you need to update your
contact information, please contact your school directly.

TCRCE takes great care when making the decision to alter the normal operations of schools
and school busses in the event of severe or inclement weather. 

We encourage you to check multiple sources for school closure info. Here are the ways we
share the updates:

Storm Day Closure Process

https://www.facebook.com/SSRCENS
https://www.facebook.com/SSRCENS
http://www.ssrce.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/TCRCENS
https://twitter.com/TCRCE_NS
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Pre-Primary Registration 
Now Open  Host Families Needed for February

The Nova Scotia International Student Program is looking for
families in the TCRCE area to host international students.

Families receive $725 monthly (per student) for expenses and will
gain memories to last a lifetime.

Students range in ages and we have a number arriving in
February, 2023.

NSISP students enjoy all of the perks of becoming a member of one of our fantastic homestay
families. Our homestay families open their hearts and their homes to the international students,
and the experience for everyone is extremely rewarding. The homestay program is the heartbeat of
the NSISP experience. For students, it is a way to learn about the Canadian way of life. For the
host families, it’s an opportunity to bring the world to their home and gain a new family member.
These rewarding relationships do last a lifetime.

Are you ready to open your heart and home to this fulfilling life-
changing experience?

Visit www.tcrce.ca/host for more info.
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